travellers, journalists, corporate executives, trailing spouses: some have sought to rejoin family, others to escape it; some have sought renown, others oblivion. Most citizens are likely to be Australians abroad at some time in our lives, whether fleetingly, repeatedly or indefinitely, willingly or unwillingly.
The relationship to Australia is thrown into relief by travel, identity cast under the spotlight gaze of the other. For some, feelings of Australianness increase in a foreign landscape, others claim to find a spiritual home abroad, and such contradictory affiliations may co-exist. Any simple either/or binary of identities is complicated in the kaleidoscope of shifting identifications that occur in the day-to-day negotiation of life when familiar points of reference fail. As David McCooey notes à propos of Hal Porter and Japan: 'selves crossing cultures are complex entities. Subject positions are not fixed or even simply repetitive ' (2002: 69) . And the return of the traveller is often to a changed nation, a social landscape transformed during one's absence or understood differently as a result of the voyage.
Accounts of Australians abroad are multifarious, but in the unruly tapestry of comings and goings, patterns emerge. Patterns of purpose are tied to particular destinations in particular periods, and perceptions follow suit, shaped by gender, class and age. The most celebrated cluster of Australians Abroad are perhaps the intellectuals and artists drawn to London in the 1960s in pursuit of opportunities and recognition (Alomes 1999; Britain 1997) , often spurred by the cultural cringe and content to be fleeing what was perceived as an intellectual wasteland. A markedly different pattern emerges among Australians travelling to the Soviet Union in the interwar years, whose motives were generally political (Fitzpatrick 2008) . More than a few were 'pilgrims' (Pesman 1996: 139), determined to find the socialist ideal they had projected; confirmation of expectations is cloaked as discovery in these traveller's reports. Similarly overdetermined by destination is the recent proliferation of memoirs of life in France. There is a tendency among these authors, overwhelmingly middle class Australian women, to project rather different ideals: community on a small scale (Genoni 2007) , an idealized femininity, a new French self (de Nooy 2012).
Sonia Harford (2006) underlines the temporal specificity of the cultural cringe, contrasting it with the motives and stories of today's expats, in particular young professionals who consider themselves to be leaving rather than attaining paradise in Literary, historical and sociological, the contributions to this issue highlight patterns and peculiarities in the shaping of Australian identities at different sites of border crossing in a variety of historical and social contexts. In the opening paragraph of this essay I
suggested that travel provides defining moments, and the articles and poetry that follow pinpoint such moments in the lives and musing of the diverse travellers past and present that they investigate. The defining, however, comes as much from others as from the travellers themselves; simultaneous with the sudden burst of clarity and insight on the traveller's part is the inevitability of being labelled and judged as they travel. In the
